Abstract -
I. INTRODUCTION
Human-computer interaction has become an everyday routine nowadays. The knowledge of computer science, sociology psychology, data visualization, and other fields are integrated to improve this interaction. Implementing speech communication into interaction process brings some challenges. Besides obvious tasks like noise removal problem, speech recognition or speaker identification, the question of speaker's emotional state arises. The emotional state of the speaker affects his speech inevitably, thus making aforementioned tasks more complicated.
In some cases, the emotional information is vital in the interaction process. A well-timed and accurate identification of particular emotional states of the client would help to optimize the work process of customer service centers and call-centers by redirecting the calling person to agents with appropriate qualification [1] . Speech emotion identification could also be integrated into personal assistance systems helping us to drive car, staying at home, hospitals or shopping.
Speech emotion recognition is a common classification task with three major steps: the feature set formation, the training process of the classifier, and the process of decision-making about an unknown emotional pattern. In spite of numerous studies and research results, there are still unsolved issues on speech emotion recognition. The language-independent or language-specific emotion features, feature selection and feature sets, classification scheme, language effect on emotion recognition and other questions need to be answered to achieve a robust and reliable speech emotion recognition.
II. SPEECH EMOTION RECOGNITION

A. Feature Sets
The intensive study and research of speech emotion recognition problem introduced a huge collection of potential speech emotion features. They include various prosodic (estimated from pitch and formant frequencies, vocal intensity and energy, amount of pauses, speech duration and rate) and spectral (based on linear prediction model, mel-frequency spectrum) features [2] . Additional features like jitter and shimmer in voice, Zipf characteristics of speech rhythmics and prosody [3] , glottal closure parameters (namely, strength and sharpness of closure), glottal flow features [4] are proposed to obtain additional discriminating power of feature sets. Besides, various derivative statistics of features are also included in feature sets (like average, median, standard deviation, dispersion, minimum and maximum values, quantiles and others) [2] .
Such a variety of features establishes the sets of a few thousands of features [5] . Large feature sets complicate the speech emotion recognition task as the number of analyzed speech patterns becomes lower than the feature order. In this case, the classification results become unreliable and meaningless. Therefore, the order of the feature sets need to be reduced [6] .
To overcome this problem, feature selection and transformation techniques are proposed for the reduction of feature sets. The principle of feature selection is to keep only dominant features by excluding the insignificant ones. Sequential Forward Selection (SFS) [3] , Sequential Floating Forward Selection (SFFS) [7] , Sequential Backward Selection, Promising First Selection, genetic algorithms [6] and the Maximum Relevance-Minimum Redundancy approach [8] are well known feature selection techniques. The features are selected using the criterions of the individual classification power of separate features [3] , the cross-correlation of features [9] , Fischer rates, and feature information gain.
Feature 
B. Classification of Speech Emotion
It is a common practice to identify speech emotion by performing a one-step classification. Large feature sets with a high degree of variability and overlap burdens the classification process. Recently, various multiple classifier systems were proposed as an alternative to one-stage classification. The main idea of multiple classifiers is to arrange the emotion classification process in stages, thus obtaining a multi-stage classification. Various implementations of multi-stage classification were proposed for speech emotion identification task.
The parallel ensemble of classifiers was designed by arranging the classifiers into an ensemble one by one [7] . Each classifier employed a different feature set formed using the Sequential Floating Forward Selection algorithm. This classification scheme (based on Bayesian classifiers) gave a 92.6 % overall recognition rate for six emotions.
The class-specific multiple classifier scheme was proposed for a seven-emotion case (anger, boredom, disgust, fear, happiness, sadness, and neutral) and implemented in parallel manner too [10] . Each classifier was dedicated for a single emotion and used a particular feature set. The classifiers and the features were selected depending to their performance on specific emotion. Fusion technique was applied for final decision making by combining the results of the class-specific classifiers. This classification scheme gave higher classification accuracy (80.6 % on average) in comparison with single-stage classification case.
A serial organization of classifiers for the identification of six emotions (happiness, boredom, neutral state, sadness, anger, and anxiety) was proposed in [7] . Again, a few singleemotion dedicated Bayesian classifiers were arranged in a cascade scheme. Each classifier operated using a particular feature set obtained by using the modified version of SFFS algorithm. Each emotion is identified by emotion-specific classifier in a separate stage of the cascade scheme. The serial organization of classifiers gave an average recognition rate of 96.5 %.
Another group of multi-stage classification schemes employs the hierarchical organization of classification process. In this case, the classifiers are combined in hierarchical manner according to some predefined structural assumptions.
The hierarchical structure of subsystems for the analysis of emotions in pairs was proposed in [4] . Six emotions (anger, joy, sadness, fear, boredom, and neutral state) were grouped into 15 different pairs. Fifteen separate subsystems were trained to distinguish between two emotions in pair using a particular feature set. For example, recognition of joy required five sub-systems analyzing the following pairs: joy/anger, joy/neutral, joy/sadness, joy/fear, and joy/boredom. The final result of classification was obtained by using majority voting over the results of sub-systems. The overall emotion recognition accuracy was 85.2 % in gender-dependent experiment and 80.1 % in gender-independent case by using 112 features in total.
A three-level classification scheme was proposed for the identification of sadness, anger, surprise, fear, happiness, and disgust [11] . Five classifiers were used for pairwise emotion classification. Emotional classes were constituted as having the highest Fisher rate for features values (Fig. 1) . The average rate of emotion recognition for each level was 86.5 %, 68.5 %, and 50 %, respectively. The total number of analyzed features was 288. A two-stage hierarchical classification scheme for two emotions (anger and neutral) was based on gender information [12] . During the first stage, all utterances were classified into three emotional groups: male (or neutral), female (or anger), and unknown group. During the next stage, the utterances of the unknown group were classified into two subgroups: anger or male, and neutral state or female. Different feature sets were used in each classification stage. The total order of features in this scheme was 56. The obtained average emotion recognition rate was 80.7 %.
Gender information was also employed in Enhanced cotraining algorithm [13] . Two feature sets and two classifiers were applied for the classification of six emotions (female and male utterances were analyzed separately). Equally labeled utterances (by both classifiers) were assigned to temporal collection for further examination. The final decision was obtained by combining the results of both classifiers. The obtained average emotion recognition accuracy was 75.9 % for female speakers and 80.9 % for male speakers.
A psychologically-inspired binary cascade classification scheme employs dimensional descriptions of the emotions: valence, activation, and stance [14] . During the first stage, seven emotions are classified into two groups: non-negative valence (happiness and neutral) and negative valence (anger, boredom, disgust, anxiety, and sadness). During the second stage, the non-negative valence group is classified into happiness and neutral, and the negative valence group is classified into two groups: negative activation (boredom and sadness), and positive activation (anger, disgust, and anxiety). The negative activation group during the next stage is separated into boredom and sadness, and positive activation is
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Another multi-stage hierarchical classification scheme is driven by a dimensional emotion model [3] . Firstly, all six emotions are classified by arousal dimension into three groups: active, median, and passive emotions. Secondly, each of these emotion groups is divided into two emotions using different classifiers. As a result, active emotion group is divided into anger and joy, and median arousal emotion group is divided into fear and neutral state. Passive emotion group is divided into sadness and boredom. Gender-based classification was also applied in this scheme. The average recognition accuracy of 76.4 % was obtained using 68 different features in this scheme. The alternative hierarchical classification approach was introduced by applying the three-dimensional (activation, potency, and evaluation) emotion model [7] . Six emotions (anger, happiness, anxiety, neutral state, boredom, and sadness) were classified in three steps by using multiple Bayesian classifiers (Fig. 2) . Firstly, all emotions are classified into the high activation and low activation classes. Each of these classes are divided into the low and high potency groups. Separate emotions are labeled in the third level. The average recognition rate of 88.8 % was stated for this scheme.
Concluding this section, we can notice that the hierarchical arrangement of multi-stage classification is the most widely applied for speech emotion classification. Hierarchical arrangement facilitates the integration of emotional models, additional information, and the formation of emotion (or emotion group) specific feature subsets into classification scheme. This property guarantees the superiority of multistage speech emotion classification over the single-stage classification case.
III. MULTI-STAGE CLASSIFICATION USING SFS AND SFFS TECHNIQUES
A. Multi-Stage Classification Scheme
A multi-stage classification scheme was employed for speech emotion classification task in this study [15] .
The main idea of multi-stage scheme is to classify all emotional speech utterances in several stages using different feature sets (subsets) for every stage. During the first stage, all emotional speech utterances are separated into emotional classes that are determined by the first-level feature subset.
During the second stage, each of these emotional speech classes are divided into lower level classes or separate emotions using different second-level feature subsets. There can be any number of classification stages L with different feature subsets for each class. The number of classes in every stage is also unlimited.
The idea of multi-stage classification was formulated considering these presumptions on speech emotion classification task:
• significant overlap of features in single-stage classification of all emotions is the main reason of classification errors. This can be solved by reducing the number of emotions analyzed at the same time (during one stage); • increase in the average classification rate not necessarily implies the classification rate increase for each emotion individually. The reason for this is the combined feature set for all emotions. To avoid this, each emotion (or emotional group) should be characterized by its own feature set (subset); • all analyzed emotions can be divided into some groups depending on selected feature set or another objective criterion. The derived groups can be divided again using some other feature set and so on until we obtain separate emotions. Two different feature selection criterions were proposed in our previous works for the multi-stage scheme: maximal efficiency, and minimal cross-correlation. In the first case, feature subsets were formed by selecting the first most efficient features for every classification stage [15] . The second criterion determines the selection of linearly independent features, thus maximizing the discriminating power of the entire feature set [16] . The employment of fundamental frequency-based feature sets revealed the superiority of the proposed multi-stage scheme against the direct (single-stage) classification technique using the full set of 234 features. The average results of the classification of four emotions (anger, joy, sadness, and neutral state) were 59.6 % and 56.3 %, respectively, using maximal efficiency and minimal cross-correlation criterions for multi-stage classification scheme. Single-stage classification using aforementioned full feature set gave a 30.5 % classification accuracy.
B. Sequential Feature Selection
In this study, we employed the Sequential Forward Selection (SFS) and Sequential Floating Forward Selection (SFFS) techniques for the selection of feature subsets during every classification stage. SFS and SFFS are greedy search algorithms and are supposed as sub-optimal feature selection techniques as not all possible feature combinations are analyzed during selection process.
SFS is one of the simplest and fastest feature selection techniques. It composes the feature set by adding new features one by one. However, SFS technique does not provide the possibility of removing the included feature which can lose its positive effect on the entire subset with the increase of the The following steps are performed in SFS-based feature selection:
• initialization of the empty feature subset F0:
• the subset Fi is extended with the feature fm making the new subset Fi+1 more effective:
This step (we call it incremental) is repeated while the efficiency of a new feature subset Fi+1 increases or while (i + m) < M, where M -the number of analyzed speech emotion features.
In general, the selection of P features will require (P + 1) × M feature set evaluations, which for large M values can become a computationally quite intensive task.
SFFS algorithm contains one additional step (a decremental one). This step is intended for the removal of the feature fn making the obtained subset Fi+1 more effective:
where P is the size of the analyzed feature subset Fi.
In this case, the computational load of the feature selection process grows only slightly. Every decremental step requires P evaluations, which is minor in comparison with the load of incremental step.
The idea of sequential feature selection employment is as follows. During the first classification stage, all emotional speech utterances are separated into an initially predefined number of classes. The feature subsets for this classification are formed applying SFS (or SFFS) technique for the entire collection of the extracted speech emotion features. This process is repeated for every classification stage and every emotional class until the last stage classification is performed and the set of identified emotions is obtained.
IV. EXPERIMENTAL STUDY
Sequential-forward-selection-based multi-stage classification scheme was experimentally tested in the speech emotion recognition task. Two different databases were used for this study: Berlin emotional speech database [17] , and Lithuanian spoken language emotion database [18] . Both databases contain an acted emotional speech recorded by actors: professional (German database), and non-professional (Lithuanian case).
The experiments carried out four cases of the speech emotion recognition task: two emotions (joy, anger), three emotions (joy, anger, neutral), four emotions (joy, anger, neutral, sadness), and five emotions (joy, anger, neutral, sadness, fear). In total, 60 German patterns and 300 Lithuanian utterances per emotion were selected, thus giving the sets of 300 German and 1500 Lithuanian utterances.
A non-parametric classifier was selected for the test considering a moderate size of data sets. We have used the K-Nearest Neighbor classifier (with K = 3). In order to get a more reliable evaluation of the performances, 3-fold crossvalidation was applied. Again, the number of folds was limited by the size of datasets.
A total of 6552 different speech emotion features were extracted for the emotion recognition experiment using OpenEAR toolkit [19] . The features included zero crossing rate, energy, fundamental frequency, mel-scale features, spectral band features, probabilities of voicing in speech, and various their derivatives (like smoothed envelope values, first and second order differential features, feature value statistics, parameters of value distribution).
We made assumption about low-pitch and high-pitch emotion classes during the first classification stage. Preexperimental analysis of pitch values for different emotions has shown that neutral state and sadness should be labeled as low-pitch emotions and the high-pitch group should consist of anger, joy, and fear.
Sequential feature selection procedures were applied for all classification stages. This ought to have ensured the employment of the most effective feature set in every stage.
For comparison purposes, we analyzed three different cases of the single-stage scheme and two cases of the multi-stage classification scheme:
• S-ALL -single-stage classification using the entire set of 6552 features. This case will be the basic level for the comparison of results; • S-SFS -single-stage classification scheme using the feature set obtained by SFS technique; • S-SFFS -single-stage classification using the feature set obtained by SFFS technique; • MS-SFS -our proposed multi-stage classification scheme using the SFS-based feature set; • MS-SFFS -multi-stage classification using the SFFSbased feature set. The averaged recognition results of emotions for the German and Lithuanian datasets are given in Tables I and II,  respectively. Recognition results in the cases of S-SFFS and MS-SFFS were almost identical to the results of S-SFS and MS-SFS, respectively; therefore, they are not given in the Tables. There were only three different results between the SFS and SFFS procedures: two different results in the German case, and one difference in the Lithuanian case. As these differences varied form 0.1 % to 0.6 %, they can be considered as negligible.
We can see that recognition rates for an individual emotion depend heavily on the size of the analyzed emotion set. For example, the identification of anger in a single-stage scheme decreased on average by 25.9 % (for the cases of S-ALL and S-SFS) with the increase in the emotion set. In the case of multi-stage classification, this decrement was 19.7 %. For the emotion of joy, these values were 18.9 % and 9.8 %,
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________________________________________________________________________________________________ 2016/10 39 respectively. Thus, multi-stage classification scheme using selection procedures is more robust to the increase in analyzed emotions than the single-step scheme. Fig. 3 . Average recognition rates for Lithuanian dataset. Fig. 3 shows the average emotion recognition rates and their dependence on the number of analyzed emotion for Lithuanian dataset (the German case is very similar therefore it is not given).
As we could expect, the expansion of the emotion set up to five emotions reduced the recognition accuracy. In the case of the entire feature set, the decrease was substantial: 31 % (17 % for German data-set). Similar values were obtained in the case of the SFS-based feature set: 33 % (and almost 11 % for German dataset).
The employment of multi-stage classification gave a more robust emotion recognition -the decrease was 21 % (and almost 1 % for German case). Thus, the decrease in classification rate caused by the increase in emotion set was 10 % to 20 % smaller for the multi-stage scheme.
In general, the multi-stage classification outperformed the single-stage scheme by 12 % to 42 %. The advantage of the multi-stage classification scheme is obvious.
In the publications surveyed, the average emotion recognition rates varied from 80 % up to 97 %. From this point of view, the recognition rates of 82 % to 90 % (for German dataset) obtained in our research seem quite competitive.
The differences in the results between the German and Lithuanian datasets presumably can be explained by the different acting level of speakers. Emotions in German were conveyed more precisely and expressively than in Lithuanian, which capacitated for a higher classification rate of German speech emotions. The morphological nature of the Lithuanian language could also make impact on the final results. Fig. 4 represents the dependence of the size of the selected feature set on the number of analyzed emotions (again, the SFFS cases of the single-stage and multi-stage scheme are not given because of almost identical results to the SFS case).
Firstly, both SFS and SFFS procedures gave almost identical results (there were two cases when SFFS returned one-feature smaller sets). Considering the higher computational load of the SFFS procedure, the usage of this procedure is arguable. Slightly smaller feature sets is not a 
________________________________________________________________________________________________ 2016/10 40 sufficient argument for a higher load during the feature selection step (the training phase). Secondly, the Lithuanian speech emotion case is characterized by higher-order feature sets (both for single-and multi-stage schemes). This could be explained by the five times larger dataset. A larger number of speech utterances brings higher variability and overlap of emotion features. This means lower recognition rate for the same feature size or larger feature sets to achieve a higher classification rate. The specificity of Lithuanian could also condition the final size of the feature set.
Thirdly, we can notice that the multi-stage scheme requires for higher-order feature sets than the single-stage case. The difference varied from 1 (case of three emotions for German dataset) up to 14 (case of five emotions for Lithuanian dataset). This is an expected result of applying separate classifiers for different emotional groups. We conclude our research study with the following statements:
• Sequential-forward-feature-selection-based multi-stage classification gives higher recognition than the singlestage scheme. Superiority of multi-stage scheme was 12 % to 42 % for different emotion sets.
• Multi-stage scheme has shown higher robustness to the growth of the set of analyzed emotions. The decrease in classification rate with the increase in emotion set for the multi-stage scheme was lower by 10 % to 20 % in comparison with the single-stage case.
• The SFS and SFFS techniques determined almost identical results in emotion classification. Differences in the obtained feature sets and classification rates were negligible.
• The order of feature sets was lower for the single-stage scheme. The difference between the single-stage and multi-stage schemes varied from 1 to 14 features. The highest obtained feature order was 30 th .
• The dependence of feature order on the dataset size was observed. The order of feature set was approximately two times higher for the five times larger Lithuanian dataset. 
